Dear Supporting Churches, Friends, Family, & Groups...
Hello family & friends!
Wow, what an incredible two years it has been serving the Kingdom Work
in Györ, Hungary. From the very beginning, it was an act of offering our family to
the leading of Gods’ heart, and we’ve experienced His presence and fruitful work
of the Spirit, even while serving through some of our worlds’ most challenging
recent seasons. As we flew “home”, I was struck by the empty keyring I have in my
backpack. It used to have a house key, an office key, and vehicle keys along with a
“Celebrate Recovery” chip as a reminder we are all celebrating freedom from sin.
But as we were heading back to the US, the key ring was empty. We come
before God once again, emptied of so many things that we are tempted to be
identified and value by.

We have lived in such a way these past two years in some very real ways.
We could not live, travel, shop, or do many of the “basic” things in life without the
provision of God’s resources through people, families, groups, and churches like
yours. Some of you may have given out of a sense of duty, and God has definitely
honored that. But many of you have given gladly from hearts stirred by the Love of
God that was being revealed in unique ways through our family.

As a practical update: we want to let you know that our receiving account
with Free Methodist World Missions will officially be closed June 30th. We
are so thankful for your continued support in our season of transition
through then.

As we write this update to you, I’d also love to tell you briefly about a few
others. Others who live their lives daily, trusting that God will provide for them as
they offer His Kingdom their lives in service. To them, your support of us has been
“a key” to stepping forward in new ways. It would be easy to consider your support
of us ending soon, and move on to something else. But if you’d be open to it, I’d
invite you to prayerfully consider continuing to support one of these areas we have
been blessed to serve. They need God’s global resources to be aware of their
work, and perhaps that’s a continued part of God's plan for our time in Hungary - to
hold these people & needs before their brothers and sisters who may have
resources that might be directed toward them. If even a few of our supporters
would respond to the invitation, it could make more of a difference than we often
realize.

1. Pastor Sylvia Nyiri - we’ve
installed her fully as the “Lead
Pastor” in Györ, yet the church does
not yet receive enough giving “in
house” to support her. The small
monthly amount they’ve committed
to her will not be able to last forever,
without targeted giving by overseas
partners. The powerful testimony she
bears witness to, as a Roma woman
pastoring in Europe - is a light in an
often nationalistic culture. She is
working hard to not only serve, but
grow - as she is on track for
ordination in a couple years. This
small fluctuating community of
internationals who find welcome and
refuge together will continue to
transform lives for generations to
come under her pastoral leadership.
If you’d like to commit to supporting
Sylvia, or even want to send a one
time gift, please click on
the “Hungary Support” page, and
include a note with Sylvia’s name.

2. Pastor Zsuzsi McNamara - As
the assistant pastor of the Budapest
church, and the Hungary Set Free
leader, Zsuzsi gives of herself
regularly in lifting up and loving the
marginalized and lonely children and
women most at risk of human
trafficking in Europe. Such children
and women are obviously not able to
pay anything for Zsuzsi’s ministry,
and so we’d invite you to consider a
one time or regular commitment to
the Kingdom work she’s leading in
Hungary.

3. Perhaps you know of these needs, but you’d also like to give more broadly to
the needs as they arise in Hungary and beyond. Through the continued work
of Gerry McNamara and Josué Fajardo, new leaders and developing projects are
always in need of particular encouragement and resourcing. Please consider
continuing your giving toward the “Hungary Church Planting & Development Fund”
or even the general “Europe Development Fund”.

(We recognize these details may be confusing, and you want to make sure you
find the right fund - so please call the Free Methodist World Ministries Center (800342-5531 or 317-244-3660) and ask for Debra Hancock or Jon Fajardo in the
Finance office for more assistance!)

No matter what happens next, we ask that you would please remember
the beautiful and redemptive work happening in Hungary. Keep them on your
prayer list. Always feel free to reach out to us for an update on any of the ministries
or areas we’ve ever talked about. We are a global family of God, and one day we
will be gathered with each of them before His throne in completely new ways! May
Gods bless you with even a portion of that joy even now!!

In Christ, Chadwick, Sarah, & the Anderson Family <><
"I do not cease to give thanks for you as I remember you in my prayers. I pray that
the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give you a spirit of
wisdom and revelation as you come to know him, so that, with the eyes of your
heart enlightened, you may know what is the hope to which he has called you,
what are the riches of his glorious inheritance among the saints, and what is the
immeasurable greatness of his power for us who believe, according to the working
of his great power."
Ephesians 1:16-19

